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Ku Klux Klan Rally Unwanted
NEW BE~LIN , N.Y .-As many Americans
celebrated a long holiday weekend and the inaugural
days of the American Bicentennial Observance, Dr.
Robert S. Pritchard, American concert artist and
cultural executive, was risking life and limb in an ugly
and inglorii>us confrontation with organizers of a Ku
KJux Klan rally in this rural fann community in
Central New York.
News of the July s~. rally was advertised in three
States for ''White, Christian, Patriotic Americans All Others Stay Away."

The organizer of the event was Charles Holland, a
correctional officer of WalkHI, N..Y. Correctional
Facility, reportedly affiliated with the General Nathan
Bedford Forrest KKK Chapter of the State of Florida.
While white area residents nervously deliverated
among themselves on whether or not to ignore the
event. Dr. Pritchard, chairman of the Board of
Trustees of the Panamerican Association a MultiCultural and Multi-Racial Foundation active in the
areas of Inter-American and African-American
Cultural and Educational Exchange. decided to initiate
•
.
a daring encounter.
Two students from Governors State University
attended a Ku Klux Klan rally in central New York, as
part of their Co-Op Independent study program.
The students; Robin Barovick and Peter McFarren
in the college of Cultural studies are working and
s tudying with the central New York AfricanAmerican/ Inter-American CUltural Educational and
Economic exchange Foundation.
Thev are also members of the Panamerican
Association beaded by the distinguished concert artist
Dr. RobertS. Pritchard. !Story and more photo's on
page :1 1Letter on pg. 2 l

PHOTOS BY

Peter Mc Far ren

This inflammatory appeal appeared to shock
residents of Chenango County notwithstanding the fact
that some were old enough to remember the days when
the Klan marched in full strength down the Main Street
of Norwich, N.Y.. and burned crosses on hills
overlooking the town.

To assert his right to attend the rally, the
Panamerican Association filed a complaint against the
organizers with the New York State Division of Human
Reights charging the Klan with unlawfully circulating
an inflammatory tract which excluded any member of
the public who was not a " Patriotic, White Christian.··

PHOTO BY Peter Mc Far ren

Management Recruiting Fair
PARK FOREST SOUTH, Ill. - A Chicago recruiting
fair for graduate management education will include
admissions representatives from Governors State
University and some 60 other graduate schools of
business.
The fair will be October 30 from 2 to 8:30 p.m ..
October 31 from 10:30 a .m. to 8:30p.m .. and November
I from 10 a .m . to 3 p.m. atthe Hilton hotel.
Sponsored by the admission council for graduate
study in management, the recruiting fair will provide a
chance for potential applicants to meet with
representatives of a wide variety of graduate
management programs. many of whom might not

Continue on page 3
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Wheeler, Rossi And Marra Get Dea~'s Excellence Award
PARK FOREST SOUTH, Ill. - ''The Dean's Award
for Intellectual Excellence" in the College of CUltural
Studies at Governors State University was won for 1975
by Dwight E . Wheeler of East Lansing, Mich.
"A Historical Survey of the Participation of Women
in 20th Century American Popular Music" was his
master's thesis.
"A Letter from Avram" was a short story by Tom
Rossi of Country Club Hill~ which won second place.
" Malanggan Art of New Ireland" by lnga Marra of
Olympia Fields was third.
The award to stimulate students to participate more
fulJy in the intellectual life of the university community

is offered each academic year, according to Dean
Alfonso Sherman.
The College of CUltural Studies joins students,
facully. and community in an effort to address the
problems and issues of contemporary life. This
academic orientation has led to the development of the
major innovating structure within the college: the
interdisciplinary studies context I ISC l.
In each ISC discip.linary interests in language and
literature, the social sciences. and the fine and
performing arts are applied to broad contexts such as
" Intercultural Affairs," "Invention and Creativity,"
"Language and the Human Condition," " Popular

Kong Coordinates Grad Studies In Comm Sci
PARK FOREST SOUTH. ILL. - Recognizing. that
communication skills will provide students with a
significant advantage in various professions, graduate
studies in communication science leading to a master's
degree are offered by Governors State University.
Program coordinator is Dr. A. Kong, College of
Human Learning and Development, <312>534-5000. ext.
2382.

The program includes the study of communication
within sell, with others, and with groups in various
settings. Settings may include interperSonal, media.
organizational, schools. and also other cultures.
Tbere are four areas of emphasis:
Inter personal/ organizational/ intercultural
communication.
. Media communication.

- Educational technology.
- Communication disorders.
Common to aU areas are emphasis on an overview,
theory and research, a choice of interdisciplinary
learning at the university, and practical experience in
the special skills.
Studies at Governors State University are
competency oriente<L and directed to the needs of the
·
individual student.
Most working students have found GSU to be
providing the educational and professional needs they
have been unable to obtain elsewhere.
Several facilities are offered: cooperative education,
academic credit for life experience, self-instructional
systems. independent study, evening classes, and
courses depending upon students' needs.
Governors State University is accredited.

.Governors State Among Schools Receiving Funds
Nursing education grants totaling $137,019 have been
awarded t.o seven colleges in the 17th Congressional
District, U.S. Rep. George M. O'Brien <R-Ill.>
announced today.
The grants were approved by the U.S. Department of
Health, Education and Welfare under the Nurse
Training Act of 1971. The payments were made to
schools participating in the Nursing Capitation
Program for fiscal 1975.

Receiving the grants are: Governors State
University, Park Forest South $24,517; Joliet Junior
College $24,904 ; Kankakee Community College $13,974;
Lewis University, Lockport $19,973; Olivet Nazarene
College. Kankakee $24,449;. and Prairie State College
Chicago Heights $30,402.
The 17th District is made up of Will. Kankakee and
lroquis counties and most of Bloom Township in Cook
County.

J G~U ARCHIVES

•Gsu.~ _5so-•
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CUlture/ Mass Communication... and

"Soci~tural

Processes."
Students develop individualized educational
contracts within a chosen context. In this way
educational accomplishments reflect not only
interdisciplinary program objectives, but also
personal. academic, and vocational goaJs.
The College of Cultural Studies currently offers a
bachelor of arts and a master of arts in each of its five
operating interdisciplinary contexts.

Publishing Schedule
The Governors State University Student Learning
Project: INNOVATOR, is published bi-weekly and will
be mailed to all GSU students and alumni upon
request. To our general readership and possible advertiser, we print our deadline for submitting material
and publishing schedule. We will be looking forward to
any contacts responsible groups or individuals might
wish to advertise in the pages of the INNOVATOR.
Interested persons can contact our office at 534-5000
extension 2260 or write to us at; Governors State
Unive.r sity c/o INNOVATOR, Park Forest South
Illinois; 60466. We look forward to seeing you in print.
Please Note: all dates are subject to alterations.
However any contract initiated will be honored and
contractors will be notified of any and all proposed
changes.
Deadline
July 15
Aug5
Augl9
Sept2
Septl6
Sept30
Oct14
Oct28
Novll
Nov 25
Nov25
Dec9
Dec23

Publications
July28
Augn
Aug25
Sept8
Sept22
Oct6
Oet20

Nov3
Novl7
Decl
Dee15
Dec29

...
.. ,
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To the editor

View From Inside
Have you looked over the table of increases for the
non-negotiated Civil Service employees? Do you
wonder now why so many of the people who have been
with the University the longest and have worked very
hard to gain promotions to the higher classification in
the Civil Service System have become disenchanted
with the union and are revoking their memberships?
If you have not taken the time from your busy
schedule to really think about it, let me do it for you.
The base increase shown on the table in the message
from the President that will be given to the nonnegotiated personnel is 5.6~ If you are now making
$700, your S40 increase represents a 5.7%increase <.1 of
1% more than the BASE increase of all non-negotiated
employees regardless of classification or seniority
with the University ). Those people in the lower
classifications. with less responsibility, and less time
with the University who are therefore naturally
making less money, let us say $500. will be receiving an
8% increase. which represents a non-negotiated person
whose unit head deems him/ her worthy of a 2 point
merit increase; and a classification with even less
responsibility. requiring even fewer skills, and
rightfully making, let us say $400, would be receiving a
10% increase which would net that person an even
higher increase than a valued employee whose unit
head feels he/ she is deserving of the fuU 3 point merit
increase.
Is this why we voted for a union? Did you intend to
have those higher seniority people in higher and more
responsible classifications be told that they do not
warrant a greater increase than new and lower
classified personnel who will be receiving an even
greater increase than those highly skiUed and
responsible employees that have worked their way up
through the ranks and are fortunate enough not to be
represented by the-Union?
THINK ABOUT IT! !!
Now. why don't you older, wiser, underpaid and
neglected people join the lines in the personnel office
who are revoking their Union memberships.
I believe even those of you in the category that
" lucked our' by being in a lower classification making
less money can see that the only fair way to give
increases is on a percentage basis, NOT on a dollar
basis. I am sure you know that but you were smart
enough. being a majority. to vote in the $40 across the
board increase.
A very disheartened Civil "Servant"

To: Robert Blue, Editor
Governors State University Innovator
From : Bill Katz. Assistant Dean
Date: August 1, 1975
Re: Information for the Innovator
Dean Cogdell asked me to convey to you the
following information for the Innovator:
The College of Human Learning and Development
has withheld its recommendations of two students who
had applied for graduation this past session. This
action was taken because of allegations of forging of
faculty signatures on achievement forms by the
students. CUrrently. an investigation is underway to
determine the validity of the allegations.
EDITORS NOTE:

It should also be considered that w/ s student have
signed achievement forms for professors at their own
request.

The views and opinions a ppearing on this page are those
of the writer or Illustrators and doe$ not necessarily reflect
the position or vl- oft'"' INNOVATOR monagement. 'This
page of opinionated comment Is provided to the university
community with the intent of being thot forum for personal
refelctlon and comment on articles appearing in the
publications. All rebuttal reaction should be addressed to the
author of sold article or the Governors State University
Student learning Project: INNOVATOR.

I

INNOVATOR STAFF

Robert A. Blue
Herbert C. Williams
Janet Gordley
Shirlee Mullinix
Contributor :

Editor-In-Chief
Business Manager
Reporter
Reporter
Jackiue Lewis
-

Dear Blue:
Enclosed is an article <Page 2l from the Ethnic News
Service which has a professional and student division,
and which is one of the programmes of the
Panamerican Association, the Central New York
African-American/ Inter-American Cu ltural,
Educational and Economic Exchange Foundation with
which myself, a Jewish-American and another G.S.U.
student, Peter McFarren, a &livian-American of
American and Jewish lineage, are doing our JulyAugust CO-OPI independent Study term. It describes a
confrontation in which we participated...are-youready-for-this, at a Central New York Ku Klux Klan
Rally on the weekend of July 5 and 6.
We though~ you might find the enclosed materials of
interest to G.S.U. students, particularly since the
Klan's resurgence in the Northeast is paralleled by its
continued activity in the Midwest, especially in the
state of lndiana and as the enclosed materials indicate,
right next door to G.S.U. in Chicago. We concur with
Dr. Pritchard. the Black American Chairman of the
Board of the Panamerican Association, who feels that
the greatest danger is not the Klan itself, but rather the
prospect of Americans "attempting to dismiss the
rally as a psycotic episode of the lunaticiringe which
would pass quietly if ignored, just as Adolph Hitler was
first ignored", remembering that " It was the
cowardice and complacency of the majority of decent
citizens which gave impetus to the disgraceful chapter
in the history of Western civilization identifed as the
rise of Hiller''. The encounter in which we participated
had particular significance in that it was the weekend
of the inauguration of the American Bicentennial, and
we could not countenance the lost memory of
thousands of Black Americans and also Jewish
Americans who were lynched, shot or brutalized by the
KKK, one of America's legendary and ignominious
symbols of evil. We are therefore taking the liberty of
sending you the enclosed materials and photographs
taken by Peter and hope you wi!J make the best 11se of
them as you see fit. Captions for the photographs can
be found on page 3 of the accompanying packet.
If you are interested, we will keep you informed as to
further developments, particularly the trial slated for
the 18th of this month, that came as a result of Peter's
and three other Panamerican Association staff
members' arrests on the second day of the KKK rally
on a charge of criminal trespassing filed by Klansman
Raymond Bagnell. The Panamerican Association has
been in contact with William Kuntsler and the ACLU
regarding legal advice and representation.

Editor Correction

The INNOVATOR deeply regrets the photo mix-up
last issue. Appearing in the story on DlSTINGUlSHED
TEACHER AWARDS. We apologize to you Ms. JoAnn
Brown. We will also take this opportunity to
congratulate you on the publishing of your biography in
the First Edition of WHO'S WHO AMONG BLACK
AMERICANS. 1974-5. We also consider your assets in
leadership and achievements a benefit to GSU students
and faculty.
The INNOVATOR acknowledges a story retraction.
Based upon newly acquired information, the story
appearing in the July 28th issue <Vol. 4, No. 16)
Headline: TRAVEL AFRICA IN 1975, is no longer in
the planning or implimenting stage. It will not take
place. All students are requested to discontinue
contacting Bob Press or the INNOVATOR on this trip
until further notice. We regret the misinformation.
Thank you for your kind attention to these articles,
and in the hope of hearing from you if we can be of
further service to the Innovator. we are
•
Sincerely yours,
Robin Barovick
Peter McFarren

In Our Corner: ·
Dollars And Cents Makes Sense ...

l~m~~~imes
On the afternoon of this past August 5, 1975, Student
Services Advisory Committee met with the
INNOVATOR staff for the purpose of the
INNOVATOR'S Budgetery presentation, which had
painstakingly been compiled.
In my unprofessional, yet my own personal opinion,
their presentation <LNNOVATOR'Sl was in terms of
professionalism. impeccable, when compared with
other budgets presented. The INNOVATOR was
classified as above average, when compared to other
organizations on campus, many of which bad to be
somewhat tutored by SSAC people to even have a budget submitted. To say the least, the INNOVATOR'S
materials were presented in accurate and concise
manner. but for whatever reasons, there seemed to be
a lack of communications on the part of the
Chairperson of SSAC. To be observant, sympathetic or
even interested in the graphics, statistical data or
other materials that were displayed for the committee
to evaluate. The iNNOVATOR'S proposed budget had
been cut down to what was thougllt to be the bare
minimum to function a nd hopefully allow for growth
which is reflective of the overall atmosphere here on
campus.
To be a bit more accurate in conveying the show of'
emotionalism <which isn't the issue, but a

I

-~l~
consideration in terms of overall leadership ability),
when asked to consider items listed on the budget, the
reply was. " I'm not interested in that, I'm interested
only in dollars and cents."
Playing the role of "Student as Nigger" just isn't my
idea of what student involvement is about. Who wants
to take a bunch of shit from a tyrant?
Seriously speaking, I saw little of Governors State
University's philosophy of openness, innovativeness,
humaneness, etc.; etc.; displayed at this particular
SSAC meeting on the part of its Chairman, which isn't
to say that there was not some sympathetic and
supportive person's represented.
The foca l point of this article is to hopefully initiate
some course of action or interest in regards to the
publication of " our" student newspaper. To make
myself clearly understood, without adequate funds,
there isn't going to be any paper published, whomever
might elect to undertake the job and its re:
sponsibilities.
The national motto: United we stand, divi._ded we fall,
in this instance could be modified to: United we stand.
if you diversify us. we'll counter on mo.r e than one
flank. I'm sure you've found out by now that Coup
De'tat is being carried out at all levels and as often -as
necessary.

No Writing On The Walls Or Signs
I am a student who commutes everyday to

~overnors State via

the ntinois Central Commuter line

to Richton Park.
On August 6 as the GSU bus was leaving with a group
of students coming back to the University; one student
rider remarked; 'Why doesn't the University put up a
sign telling new prospective students where to catch
th'e University bus? '
It sounded like a very good suggestion and idea
especially since the bus no longer comes up to the
Richton station door as it once did. Well the bus driver
cleared up all the confusion in a hurry when he stated;
'I once made a hatld painted sign and put it inside the
station. The LC.C. management said that no signs

could be posted on the premises.
It has been planned that a new I.C. C. station will be
built which will be stopping only a few city bloc.k s from
the University. <see photol
My question is this: is this the kind of service
mindedness we can expect in the future from the
lllinois Central people?
Any person wishing directions to the University
should be able to get them anyway they can. The
posting of a direction or bus terminal to or from the
University cannot possibly have negative affects on
J.C.C. commuter passengers. It does help persons
wishing to know where the University or bus is! !
·

I

I
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KKK res. u~gence
The sini"ster Ku Klux Klan
ak a
comeback. 'It seeks· to pelish
its· im·age and strive for more
poliUC::a l muscle with tess eryl.phasis ·on · violence and intimidation.
Around the country the
KKKers are stirring up
hatred by p romoting their
civil c:·oncepts of racism and
religiou s disc·rimin,ation.
They are out to bring in tnor:e
youths and women are taking
a more active role.
As always, the KKK uses
the big-lie-technique·.
Gu\ts like· David ·ouke· are
parading around telling
whites the answer to the
racial" problem is separation
of the· races, that violence is
blade against white 11 mostlv.
motivated by blacks# hatred

i s. t r y i n'g t"o

m e

of whites,"· that blacks · are
responsible for drugs in the
country and that whites now
. a r· e b e i n 'g . w i d I y
discriminated against.
Of course much of the
b rc.-m e · for · the KKK
resurgence can be attributed
to ttie nation's leadership, including that in · the White
House in ' the last several
years when busing, welfare
and other legitimate pursuits
have been whipping boys for
the politicians.
The most disturbing aspect
of the resurgence of tbe KKK
is the "fact that the leadershiP
at the top, and that includes
relig 'i ous leaders and
educators who know better,
are helping create the kind of
national climate in which the
KKI_( best thrives.

e

RECRUITING FAIR FOR GRA D UATE MANAGEMENT
EDUCATION
TO BE HELD IN CHICAGO. OCTOBER 30 ·NOVEMBER I, 1975

-

Continued from · page 1
otherwise be recruiting in this area. It also provides
prospective students with a unique opportunity to
receive counseling, and to learn about the diversity of
careers available to a person with a graduate degree in
business.
The recruiting fair will be especially valuable to
those who are now working and already hold
undergraduate degrees in liberal arts. engineering,
education. the sciences, or some other non-business·
oriented field. For example, if an undergraduate
degree is in electrical engineering, a graduate degree
in business might lead to a new career as a manager in
a primary field of interest. with greater
responsibiJities and commensurate salary.
However. those who majored in business at the
undergraduate level, and who are considering
graduate work in business. are also encouraged to
attend the recruiting fair to compare the curricula of
the schools which are represented .

.

B.P.S. To Administer Test
The above mentioned examinations are mandatory
for all undergraduate BPS students unless either the
exam was previously taken upon admission or the
modules <QUANTITATIVE FOUNDATIONS FOR
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION and WRITTEN
COMMUNICATION> were completed. Students who
are not sure of their status regarding these tests should
contact their advisers. Tests will be administered on
the following dates;
DATE
Tuesday, August 12, 1975
Wednesday, August 13, 1975
Thursday, August 14, 1975
LOCATION
B2103
TIME
7:00PM -9:30PM

Dr. Robert Pritchard at Klan tully site at noon on July 5, 1975 and with Foundation aides, (L to· R)
Thomas Badamo, Pritchard's bodyguard; R.S. Pritchard, Chairman of the Board of Trustees, Panamerican Association; Scott D. Rodman, Panamcrican Association Trustee and Antioch School of Law
Student; Robin Barovick. Panamcrican Association Student-Intern and Senior at Governors State University, Park Forest South, Ulinois; Mrs. Edyth Byxbe, Fresno. California friend of the Panamerican
Association; Student-Intern Mark Dipboyc.

C.C.S. Dean To Speak At Senior Citizens Luncheon
James Sanders, Chairman of the com.m.jttee For Better ComDr. Alfonso Sherman, Dean of the CoJlege of Cultural Studies, at
(;()vemors State University, will be guest speaker at a Senior Citizens munities, says, "In our last benefit show we promised we would work
Luncheon in Lake Meadows Restaurant, in the Lake Meadows with senior citizens that's what we intend to do." Other organizers,
Shopping Plaza at 35th street and King Drive. The event is scheduled Nathaniel Wright, President, Ruby Jones, Secretary and Henry Tellis,
to tal,ce place on Wednesday, August 13th., at 1:00 P.M. The affair is co- Treasurer, states, "The event is keeping in line with our Not-For·
sponsored by The Committ~ For Better Communities and the Profit charter , that funds are to be used for trips and outings for senior
citizens and youth.
Mayor's Office for Senior Citizens.

Rand Corporation Begin Plans To Harvest Icebergs
<CPS) - While many areas of the
world are gripped in famine-producing
drought, a few scientists have begun
plans to free two-thirds of the world's
supply of fresh water that lies
entombed in ince - Antarctic ice.
According to a Rand Corporation
think tank, harvesting icebergs could
double the US water supply without
depleting the bergs or doing damage to
the Antarctic.
In the current fantasy, the bergs
could be roped with cables and
arranged into trains up to :;o miles long.
This is possible, the scientists have

said, since the Antarctic icebergs,
unlike their Arctic cousins , are
relatively smoeth and flat on top.
To avoid refueling problems, the berg
caravan 's 12-month trip from
Antarctica to Sout.bern California
would require atomic powered tugs
accompanied by an array of launches,
and helicopters.
Once the ice reaches its new home,
huge strip mining machines anchored

Free Cloaalfled advertiaement In the INNOVATOR for all GSU. studenta

off the continental shelf would be used
tO scoop chunks of ice into an
underwater pipe that would carry
them, melting al.ong the way, to a
storage plant on land.
A Rand scientist admitted that,
although simple, the plan did have a
few bugs.
"It would take the largest mining
machine that we know of... thousands of
them, to harvest the ice from just one of
\

INNOYATOII 514-5000 lxt: 2260

these bergs," he said. In addition, the
disposal of nuclear wastes from the yetto-be developed atomic powered
tugboats would pose another stumbling
block.
Nevertheless, the scientists claimed
that iceberg water could cool the
threats of millions for a mere $25 an
acre foot, as compared with $65 for
aqueduct water and $100 for desalinized
sea water.

I
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Regulation Parking· Is _Here
A. GENERAL RULES

No unlicensed or abandoned vehicle
will be allowed on University property.
<Vehicle will be deemed "unlicensed"
if it does not have a current and valid
registration plate, or a receipt
indicating that a license has been
applied for .>
The University assumes no
responsibility for the care or protection
of any vehicle, or its contents at any
time, including a vehicle which is in a
parking area. However, the University
does take precautions to help protect

the property of students, prof~sors and
operating starr.
B. DEFINITIONS
1. The term " motor vehicles"
includes automobiles and such
conveyances as motor bikes, motor
scooters, motorcycles, · trucks, motor
homes, etc.
2. The term "university facilities"
includes all real property under the
control of the Board of Governors in
Will County and encompasses the terms

Well, Actually, It's ASix Year Program-Four
Years Of Courses, Two years Trying To
Find APlace To Park!

"lot," "spaces," "parking areas," and
the like whenever herein used.
"University facilities" used for
vehicular traffic and parking are used
by permission of the Board of
Governors and not as a matter of r•ght.
C. PARKI NG AND OPERATI NG
REGULATIONS
1. The responsibility of fmding legal
parking space rests with the vehicJe
operator. Lack of space is generally not
considered a valid reason for violation
of regulations. AU areas on campus are
assumed to be ''no parking" areas
unless specifically marked to the
contrary.
2. University maintenance • and
vendor vehicles must be parked in
spaces as provided for such vehicles.
3. Vehicles in violation of any
provision of the regulations are the
responsibility of the persons in whose
names such vehicles are registered and
these persons will be held responsible
for any such violation. In case of stateowned vehicles, responsibility lies with
the person to whom the vehicle is
assigned at the time of the violation.
Parking is prohibited at all times on
grass plots or tree plots, or any other
place where parking would mar the
landscaping of the campus, c.r eate a
safety hazard_or__~~~ with _~~ use
of university facilities. There will be no
parking in postaJ zones, yellow zones,
fire hydrant zones, at crosswaJks or
sidewaJks.
5. Posted speed limits on university
streets an.d cityI county streets and
roads must be observed at all times ;
failure to observe will be a moving
violation, and the University reserves
the right to issue citations under the
Illinois Vehicle Code for moving
violations.
6. Where parking areas are clearly
.
.
.

outuned, occupants must ooserve tne
confines of each space.
7. Operators of motor vehicles on
University facilities are expected to
comply with the "Rules of the Road" as
outlined in Chapter 11 of the Illinois
Vehicle Code <Chapter 95 1/ 2, lllinois.
Statutes 1973), and a p propriate
provisions of these laws; failure to
observe these laws will be a moving
violation.
D. VEHICLE ACCIDENTS - ALL
ACCIDENTS INVOLVING A MOTOR
VEHICLE ON CAMPUS MUST BE
REPORTED TO THE DEPARTMENT
OF PUBLI C SAFETY OFFICE
WITHIN 48 HOURS.
E. ENFORCEMENT
1. The University Dewrtment of
Public Safety Office shall enforce
University Motor Vehicles and Parking
Regulations and State Motor Vehicle
Laws under Chapter 95 1/2 of the
Illinois Revised Statutes (1973).
2. Tbe Dep~rtment of Public Safety
shaJl issue Park Forest South citations
for all parking violations.
3. Vehicl~ which are in violation of
the University Motor Vehicle Parking
Regulations and State Motor Vehlcle
Rules and Regulations may be towed
away at tb.e owner's expense.
4. Violators of University Motor
Vehicle and Parking Regulations may
be charged under the Criminal
Trespass to Land Statute, Chapter 38,
Section 21-3 of the Ulinois Revised
Statutes 0971>.
5. Payment of parking citations will
be made_to the Village of Park Forest
South at the Village Police Station.
Payment of other traffic citations will
be made at the circuit court in Monee.
Contests of all citations will be decided
by proceedings in the circuit court, beld
in Monee, Illinois.

Parking fees will be chl}rged beginning with the Fall,
1975 trimester.
The fees will be charged on a per entry, 8-week block,
or trimester basis. The per entry fee will be $.50, the
block fee will be $7.00 per block, and the trimester fee
will be FaJI: $12.00; Winter: $12.00; and
Spring/ Summer: $11.00. The fees are in accord with
the policy passed by the University Assembly and
aru>roved by the President and the Board of Governors.
Parking gates are now being instaiJed. If the
instaJlation is not completed by-the beginning of the
Fall trimester, the parking fees will be delayed untiJ
the gates are instaJled.
The gates will accept either coins or a parking card.
Cards will be sold during regist;ration at the Cashier's
Of£ice and the Bookstore.
Motor vehicle and parking regulations will be
published and distributed to all colleges and units and
will also be available at the Information Office,
Bookstore, and Cashier's Office.
Revenues from parking fees will be used for costs of
the parking program, repair and maintenance of
parking lots and construction of additional lots.

And we are supposed to be mature r esponsible examples
for the children!! Perhaps it should be considered
courtesy to clean up after ourselves i but it r eally is only
right! ! ! Look at you.

GOVENORS STATE UNIVERSITY
BUS SCHEDULE
Effective June 18, 1975
RICHTON PARK STATION
Arrive
8:00
8:35
9:10

10:10
10:45
11 :10

Leave
8:05
8:45
9:20
9:45
10:15
10:50
11; 15

11 :40

11:55

1: 10
2:05
3:05
4:05
4:35
5:35
6:35
7:35
8:35
9:35
10:35

1: 15
2:15
3:15
4:10
5:00
6:00
7:00
8:00
8:45
9:4.5
10:45

9:40

PHASE I MAIN ENTRANCE
Arrivt'
8:15
8:55
9:25
9:50
10:20
11 :00
II :25

12:05
1:20
2:25
3:254:20
5:10
~:10

7:10
8:10 .
8:55
9:55
.Last Run ....

Leave
8 :30
9:05
9:35
10:05
10:35
11:05
11 :30

1:05
1:55
2:55
3:55

4:20
5:25
6:25
7:25
8:25
9:25
10:25

BUS WILL BE ON CALL FOR PERSONS REQU IRING
TRANSPORTATION TO AND FROM THE PLANNING BUILDING
BY CALLING 534-5000, EXT. 2181.
r

-

Senior Citizens Center Opens
PARK FOREST SOUTH, Ill. - A satellite senior center has been opened by
the Senior Services Center of Will County at Governors State University. ·
Senior citizens of southeastern Will County, namely, the communities of
Grete, Monee, Steger, Park Forest South, Beecher, and Peotone will be served.
Shirley Harshbarger will be activities co-ordinator at the satellite center's
office. whose telephone is (312> :;34-5000, ext. 2437.
A variety of classes and activities will be scheduled in the various
communities and at the new senior resident building, "Thornwood House.·· and
at the Inter-Faith Council Meeting House.
The Joliet Center telephone is 1815> 723-9713.

·.Dr. Sherman To Publish
PARK FOREST SOUTH, Ill. - " The Black Stage Lbaracter in BiCentennial Drama: 177CH860'' will be a new book by a Dean at
Governors State Univers{ty.
Dr. Alfonso Sherman of the College of Cultura l Studies while on
sabbatical leave commencing September 1, wiiJ go into final stages of
research and writing on his book, which is expected to be published
during the spring of 1976.
The research is an analytical and historical study involving the
social. culturaJ, and political treatment of black stage characters
viewed by black and white American playwrights.

Governors State
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MENSA

NEBULA
wiII be performing at
Christy's Restaurant and Lounge
in Park Forest Plaza

August 29 &30 from
9 until 2 a.m.
Jimmy D's
will present the group
Nebula
Sepll6 -20
from 9 until 2 a.• m.
•.

All right, aU you !olks out there in UniversityJand,
step right up - come on in closer -. join the In Group.
Boy, have we got something for you! This is an open
invitation to all of you to take an I.Q. test that's fun and
not very highbrow, and to find out whethu you qualify
to become a member of Mensa. You say, ''But what's
Mensa?" Aha !
Mensa, the Latin word for table (signifying a round
table of equals) was founded in 1945 by two English
barristers. It was conceived to provide contact between highly intelligent people and has become an
international organization with more than 23,000
members in 14 countries.
American Mensa was founded in New York in 1961,
and membership has grown to 18,000 in 150 local groups
across the country. There is only one requirement for
membership in this organization - an intelligence test
score that is higher than that of 98 per cent of the
general population. So two out of every hundred people
are qualified to become members; one jn fifty makes
it.
Most intelligent people have intelligent friends, but
they usually come from one circle, profession or
discipline. But Me.n sa meets not as cliques of
specialists, people who know more and more about less
and less. Mensa returns to the Renaissance Man who
knows something about everything and is not afraid to
find out more when he needs to. The very idea of Mensa
is a challe~e. And .one person i.n 50 meets that

challenge. Intelligent people need each other. 1bey
need a peer group. And Mensa is the peer group for you
if you pass the test.
1. Aggravate means the same as (burden, enrage,
infect, inte.nsny, complain>
2. Autocracy means the same as (autonomy, mctatorship, oligarchy, republicanism, tec.hnology >
3. Procure is the opposite of (retain, abscond, forfeit,
appropriate, purchase)
4. Optimal is the opposite of (extreme, auditory,
lowly, worst, pessimist)
5. Green is to yellow as orange is to (blue, purple,
brown, yellow, white>
Mensa has members of almost every occupation businessmen, clerks, doctors, editors, factory workers,
farm laborers, housewives, policemen, criminals,
lawyers, teachers, soldiers, scientists, students - of
every age. We all need each other, and we need you.
H you would like to know whether you are the one in
fifty who qualifies for Mensa membership, write for
the preliminary home test, to be done without sopervision. It costs $6 and you will be notified of your i.Q.
score. Or write for more information. You'll be glad
you rud. Send your inquiry to:
American Mensa Selection Agency
1701 West Third Street

swte 1-R

Brooklyn, New York 11223
·ANSWERS: 1. intensify; 2. dictatorship; 3. forfeit; 4 .
worst; 5. vellow.

~

News Briefs
_PARK F_OREST SOUTH, Ill. -Asthma and allergies
w11I be d1scussed by a Chicago Lung Association
speaker at Governors State University.
The public meeting will be Thursday, August 14,
from I :30 to 2:30 p.m. in the commUhity conference
center.
Janet McNally will be the speaker.
Ms. McNally, R.N.-B.S.N., is a nursing supervisor at
LaRabida Children's hospital, and is responsible for all
in-service training. Prior to her position at LaRabida
she worked at Wyler Children's hospital on the nursing
units and in the emergency room.
Per~y . Cook and Henry Pietrzak, Chicago Lung
assoc1atJon health educators, will also attend the
program and bring educational materials.
Marcy Smith. R.N., directs heaJth services in
student services at Governors State University.
Workshop
,
September 20. 21
·
Focusing on how we see ourselves and others, the here-and-now
experience of our own beings, what we appreciate and resent about
ourselves. and getting past our own "stage fright" in the dating game,
to meaningful relationships, and generally exploring some of the
messages we send and receive about ourselves will be the subject of a
two-day workshop Saturday and Sunday, 10:00 a .m.-6:00 p.m ., ·at
Oasis Midwest Center for Human Potential, 12 E . Grand Ave..
Chicago.
.
The leader of the group is Gert Robbard, M.S., a psychotherapist
with the Department of Mental Health specializing in group and
family therapy. She has taught Group Process in the city junior
colleges and has worked with educators and other groups.
Fee is S33. For more information and reservations ca11266-0033.

Gestalt and Neo-Reichian Approaches :
Lecture/ Demonstration
September 12
Freeing feelings such as grief, rage and pain,beld in since childhood
and retained in the body as unconscious tension patterns that Reich
called "muscular armor," be the subject of a seminar at Oasis
Midwest Center for Human Potential, 7463 N. Sheridan Road, at
8:00PM.
These blocked feelings can be released, allowing a greater capacity
for trust. love and joy. Eric Marcus, leader of this session, will
illustrate aspects of his talk with awareness e.xercises in which the
audience will participate.
Fee for the workshop is $5.00. For information and reservations call
266-0033.

-

ACRYLIC PAlNTINGS by EDWARD MERSHON
at JOHN BRUYN GALLERIES
Friday, August 1 marks the opening of acrylic paintings by Edward Mer8hon
at John Bruyn Galleries, 620 North Michigan, suite 305.
Mr. Mershon is a graduate of Universjty of illinois at Chlcago Circl.e where be
received his B.A. in Modem and American Art. History. CUrrently he is a
graduate candidate at Governors State Universjty in Park Forest South.
The paintings cover the last year of development and investigations. The
works are characterized by close tonal relationships of color. Two main themes
are represented. The first is figurative approaching portrai~. The second is
the depiction of interior spacial relationships in apartments and homes.
Mr. Mershon's s how will run from August 1 through September 2. Gallery
hours are daily 10 to 5 and Saturday noon to 5. For further information call 266-

ONE' OUT OF" EVfiRY 50 PEOPt.E QUAUFIES F"OR MEN6A

GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY

CHILD CARE CENTER
FULL-TIME, PART-TIME,
AGES 3 TO 12

DROP-IN
PROGRAMS

•
FEES

Fees are p'-ced on&-alidlng ac:aJe -=c:ofdlng to Income
and Individual filmlly cireunm.nce. If a perent Ia unable to pay tt1e established fee, a petition may be .,..
sented to the Center aklng for a reduction· in keeping
with ability to pay.

FUU-TIME:

lnctudel hot Iundt ~d aMCka

-

.

Groaa totallnciome uridar $7,000
Groaa total -Income S7,CIOO-S14,000
Groaa totallnc:ome"CJ¥111'.$14,000

DROP-IN:

•••••
CALL 534-5980
OR
STEVI;N HELLER
481-9546

Registration in
. tbe gym 8/ 19, 20 and

Z8tb or at Center

PART-TIME:
Grou total income under$7,000
. Groaatotallocome$7,00().$14,000
()rosa totallnc:ome 0¥111'$14,000 ·

8 am to5:30 pm.

$13/week
$11/week
$20/week

lnclud•...cka
75 centa/hour
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SHADOW FAX
Foul music and attitudes in funky juke-joints are the order of the day
as everybody and his brother seem to be aspiring to the already
commercially crowded field of music.
Full moons, bobbing in space on warm mellow nights, got the bars
swarming with hippness and hot asses, bumping themselves into
sexual frenzies to the tune of "doing their thing".
Boogie joints and the influx of groups that play these scenes are a
dime a dozen as amplification and volume become key factors in the
upsurge of effort. The outgrowth has been some wierd named cats
making a bunch of fucking noise. By bar closing time all you usually
are sure of is a pounding headache and a too often expensive refusal to

'

-~~
That's the " game," but not always. Personally, I'm sort. of burntout on the discord of dull bands and vogue chicks in bars exciting you
beyond sel{ control, then telling you no, scornfully. Trying to savour
some.thing from these periodic put-downs, I find myseU nurturing a
simple awareness of the elements of "good music." My bar room
excursions are now limited to include; an explicit listening experience
if there is some hip cats gettin' down, or an <almost> absolute
agreement on the wondrous rapture of sex. (I don't bump to hip!)
I slid into a guasi Italian joint called Luigi's in Chicago Heights a
couple of weeks ago with a fly chick <I bad no illusions about>to catch
a group amiable called Shadowfax. Indicative of their name is the
impression that they wanted the common aspects of who they are to
remain in theshade of what they are attempting to do Musically. The

result is a tightly formed group of dedicated dudes.
Greg Stinson, guitars, sitar,
DOug Malvchnek, keyboards, synthesizer,
· Stu Neuitt, ~urns, percussion,
Phil Maggini, bass,
Chas. Greenberg, woodwinds. Jyricon.
They are by no means new to the musical scene. mdividually,
they>ve paid their dues, playing (where ever) which took 'em some
-funky places just to get their shit together.
Rather than cop-out to being an average boogie band Cor whatever)
for· the cake, they've remained somewhat in the shadow to become a
unique cultural expansion of the entire muscial spectrum, from Bach
to the Beatles. And bow ever their music is classified, they play the
hell out of it.
The group is vital to the music scene, particularly because they are
involved in new ideas as they sift through the ashes of what use to be.
In my mind, the elements of " good music" are no longer simply footpattin", fmger poppin' twistin'-your~ass sounds.. But ra~er a well
performed emotional expression of where the artists are m terms of
awareness.
.
Shadowfax is defmitely about change, and is a welcome change.
If you are a serious listener, they will be appearing at Luigi's , 1230
Halsted St., in Chicago Heights, August 24 at 8:30 p.m. CHECK 'EM
OUT.

Burning Spear HCW

summer Pert·ormances
PARK FOREST SOUTH , Ill. - Corrected
performance dates for the summer repertory theater
program at Governors State University:
August 8 "Glass Menagerie''
·
9 " Alice in Wonderland"
10 " Glass Menagerie"
15 " Alice in Wonderland"
16 " Glass Menagerie..
17 "Alice in Wonderland"
22 " Glass Menagerie''
23 " Alice in Wonderland"
24 " Glass Menagerie"
Performances will be at 8 p.m. in the GSU theater.
Season tickets for adults will be $3.50 and for
students $1.50. lndividual tickets for adults will be S2
• and for students $1.
Special group rates for day-time performances of
"Alice in Wonderland" can be arranged by park
districts, community centers, day camps, etc. , by
telephoning 534-5000, ext. 2119. These performances
will also be in the university theater.
Casts for the two plays vary in age from junior high
students to adults, include members of the community
at large as well as GSU students, and represent a wide
variety of background and experience.
"Glass Menagerie" is Tennessee Williams' awardwinning success, while the modem version of Lewis
Carroll's " Alice in Wonderland" is designed to
entertain and intrigue adults as well as children.
"Glass Menagerie" will be directed by Dr. Mel Slott,
and " Alice in Wonderland" by Temmie Gilbert and
David Reeve, all professors of theater at Governors
State University.

IN "Glass M enager ie," left to
r ight, Phil Hurlbut of Park
Forest and Carolyn Toth o f

LOCKPORT- The Chicago area premiere of " Zorba"
is currently playing on the Tangerine Tent I.ndoors
stage.
Performances are at8 p.m . Thursdays. Fridays and
Sundays with two shows on Saturdays at 6:30 and 9:30
p.m. "Zorba" plays August 3, August 7-10 and 14-17.
Tickets are $3 for adults and $2.50 for students and
senior citizens and are available at Al Baskin in Joliet,
at the First Bank of Romeoville, and by calling the box
office at <815) 831H)S()5.
.
The Tangerine Tent Indoors is a summer community
theatre sponsored by Lewis University. " Zorba" will
be presented in a temporary, air-conditioned theatre
on the Lewis campus on Route 53 in Lockport.
A. refreshment stand offering both cocktails and soft
drinks is available before each performance and
during intermissions.
The musical version of " Zorba" is based on the novel
and movie ''Zorba the Greek'' by Nikos Kazantzakis.
The story opens on a modem Greek bouzouki circle.
The revelers acknowledge the audience and decide to
entertain them by acting out the story of Zorba, a
fellow countryman whose philosophy of life they
admire.
Zorba believes in enjoying life. He tells his friend
Nikos that be once met a man who planted an almond
tree at the age of 90 and lived as if he would never die.
Zorba tells Nikos, " I live as if I will die any minute."
Zorba's most prized possession is his freedom. He
bas no ties, no debts, and is ready to follow wherever
his feet lead him.
Nikos admires bis friend for this and would like to
wander with him, but Zorba tells Nikos that he is
attached to a long piece of string. As for himself, Zorba
says, " I am free. Think of that whenever you
-remember me."
Cbet Kondratowicz is directing " Zorba." Managing
Director of the Tangerine Tent Indoors and Chairman
of the Lewis Speech and Drama Department,
Kondratowicz founded the Tangerine Tent summer
theatre six seasons ago.
Kondratowicz has directed several major
productions for both Lewis and the Tangerine Tent.
Among them are "Charley's Aunt," "Celebration,~
"The Serpent," "Marne," "The Fantasticks," "The
Cherry Orchard," "Fiddler on the Roof," "How to
Succeed in Business Without Really Trying," and,
most recently, "The Hostage."
Maggie Hagen designed the costumes for "Zorba."
Ken Kapelinski acted as technical director-designer
for the musical.

LUIGI'S PIZZA
1230 HA.LSTED
CHICAGO HTS

Q
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Everybody Plays
The FOOl

ESSENCE, NOT EGO, is what we're about in the
Mime-Movement-Theatre Workshop this fall, says
Jobn Szostek CCCS). The principal focu~ will be on
developing the universal role of the Clown or Fool since
this is the one closest in theatre to essence.
Too often, he continued, the rapid cultural changes of
contemporary life force the individual to separate the
functiops of the body, mind and the emotions. By
developing the capacity ·for expressive movement, by
reorienting oneself to gravity, mime-training sets up
an integrativ.e process which r,!O!Stores harmony or
"essence" to the individual.
While stressing that mime-training is absolutely
ess.ential for the serious theatre or dance student,
Szostek maintains that the benefits gained from such
training are of great value to everyone. The WorKshop
is interdisciplinary. Potential feachers, counselors and
those preparing for other professions will find mimemovement training helpful.
The Hi-week module will meet two evenings a week
fuom September through December is GSU's MultiPurpose Room next to the Handball Court to accommodate students unable to attend classes during
the day. Szostek, who has conducted many mimetraining workshops at GSU over the past two years
says that· the upcoming course will be the most intensive yet offered on this cam pus. No prior experience
either in mime or other theatre art is required. The
course is offered for both credit and non-credit, and
complete registration information can be had by

calling Admissions and Records.
Among the techniques to be used, especially in
introductory phase of the workshop, is the
Method. Devised about thirty-five years ago by Moshe
Feldenkrais, who beads an institute bearing his name ~~V"
in Tel Aviv, Israel. the exercises not only ~ndition the
body to develop the endurance and capability to perform the most complicated movements associated
with mime, but in themselves increase the individual's
ability to react .spontaneously .to many different
situations so that the time between thought and action
is markedly diminished. The Felderuaais Method does
not require a great expenditure of energy, and these
prescribed m_ovements have frequently been used as
therapy.
There will also be much work done with masks in the
Mime Workshop. At first, stude..nts will work with Ute
neutral mask and then progress through a series of
nine maskS which portray differing emotions. By the
end of the module, students will be working with the
most advanced mask-the Clown- and hopefully will
be well on the way toward replacing Ego with Essence.
When aslced about the plac.e of mime technique
art in the theatre today, Szostelr said that mime makes
its appearance whenever the theatre of the day no
longer satisfies its function. Movement, according
Szostek is the basis of theater. This includes human--...- •
movement as well as color, light and sound. Contemporar y theatre seems to be primarily
psychological and does not employ movement.

0

Monument 01 Love
IRaman K. Patel.

Taj Mabal - crown of the -palace - is an abbreviation
The Central mausoleum is surrounded by beautifully
of Mumtaz Mahal. the regal title of the Empress
laid out gardens with water channelS and fo.untains.
Arjumand -Bano Begum, wife of the EmperGr Shah
There is a flowering silk cotton tree twice-as old as the
Jahan C1627-1665J, fourth in the illustrious line of the
Taj. The enclos.ing wall has pavilions in the centre and
Mugbal rulers of India. The mausoleum was first
cupolas in the corners. ln the western corner is a small
known as Taj Bibi Ka Rauza - the burial place of the
sandstone enclosure, the central resting place o(
lady Taj - and then simply as Taj Mabal.
Mumtaz Mabal's body. The tomb of Mumtazblahaf is
Before Mumtaz Mahal died, sbe made her hus~nd
in the centre of the main mausoleum. Her husband's is
promise that he would raise over her grave a
a few centimeters away and obviously does not form
mausoleum worthy of the love that she had borne him
part of the original design. The names and emblemsin the eighteen years of their married lUe.
slate (takhtil for the female and pen-holder
Innumerable designs were presented to the
<kalamdam l for the male are present on the tqmbs.
Emperor. It is said that he selected one made by Us tad
Both the original tombs and the replicas on the floor
- Isa Khan Effendi, an Indian of TUEkish origin in his
above, are heavily decorated with flowers, verses and
the names of God.
employ.
An army of 20.000 labourers, masons, stone cutters
The latticed marble screen is a work of rare
and jeweDers was assembled. Marble was br01~ght
craftsmanship- it has the delicacy of lac.e. The dome is
from Makrana, sandstone from Sikri, .semi-precious
a little smaller than that of St. Peter's, but far better
stones .from the mines of India, Afghanistan, Persia
propprtioned.
and Central Asia.
The Taj ~ gorgeous in all its moods in the early
morning, bathed with soft pink, in the evening,
It took twenty two years to complete the central
reflective and subtly toned, and in the moonlight, cool
mausoleum. Mumtaz Mabal's remains were given
final burial exactly below the central point of the dome. and chastely elegant.
H has been said that the Taj is closer to perfection
A replica of the tomb was built on the floor above so
that people could pay homage to her without disturbing than any other work of art.
The surrounding building - a mosque towards the
the peace of her resting place,
west a mosque-like structure in th.e east to provide the
The approach of the entrance CJilo Khana) passes
balance <appropriately called Jawab, the answer>, the
through red sandstone buildings on eight sides. To the
high wall which enclosed seventeen hectares ( 42 acres)
left is t he tomb of the chief lady-in-waiting to Mumtaz of garden and the massive three-storied gateway - took
Mahal. and facing it, the tomb of one of Shah Jahan's
another five years to build. Then came the outworks,
wives. To the south is the sheerhi Darwaza, (Gate> the tombs of other members of the royal family and the
leading to a colony of artisans, descendants of the
ladies-in-waiting, gardens and mosques.
builders of the Taj. To the east is the Fatehbad
These took yet another five years, making a total of
cVictory ) Gate, leading to the tomb of another of Shah
twenty two years to complete the project according to
Jah.an's wives, ~nd the Kali Masjid. To the north is the popular legend, the twenty two litne domes on top of
three storied gateway to the Taj.
the entrance gateway mark the twenty two years of
The t!Jirty metres high gateway is made of stone and construction.
marble with quotation from the Koran. Carved in
Many years later in the early hours of the night of
Turgle characters. The writing was executed by a 23rd January 1668, Shah. Jahan died gazing fondly at
Persian, Amanat Khan of Shlraz, and the verse is the his handiwork. The next morning his body was taken
AI Fajr fthe Dawn) symbolic of resurrection. Though by boat and interred ·alongside that of his beloved
the doorway, wrought of eight metals, the first glimpse consort, from whom he had been departed for thirty six
of the Taj is seen.
:y_ears.
"TAJ MAHALOF INDIA"

THE YO-OL

Educational
Testing To Be
l

Done Here

PARK FOREST SOUTH, Ill.- Beginning with the
fall trimester of 1975 through the summer trimester of
1978. all new students, undet>graduates and gradua-tes,
at Governors State University will participate in the
university testing program. To cover the cost,-all new
students during their first trim·e ster in the tn.ree-year
period will be assessed a $5 si!rvice fee to be collected
during registration.
The function of the program is two-fold. The data will
be used for academic advisement and for research
purposes. The information, however, will not be used to
determine who is admitted or graduated nor will it be
used tG impede pursuit of degrees. All that is required
is that the student be administered the two-hour
examination for the Educational Testing service
undergraduate. program <UP> aptitude test. In
addition, a sample of students will be administered the
ETS UP area examination at a later date.
The UP aptitude test will be administered during the..
weeks of September 8 and 15 at GSU. Students need
only attend one testing session, the alternative which is
most convenient for them. For further information,
student services at Governors State University may be
contacted. The schedule:
ROOM
DAY
TIME
All02
Monday, Sept. 8
5:00 to 7:00 p.m.
All02
7:30 to 9:30 p.m.
Monday, Sept. 8
Al102
Tues(lay,Sept.9
2:00 to 4:00p.m.
A1102
Tuesday. Sept. 9
5:00 to 7:00 p.m.
Tuesday, Sept. 9
7:30 to 9:30p.m.
Al102
All02
Wednesday, Sept.10 2:00 to 4:00p.m.
All02
Wednesday. Sept. 10 5:00 to .7:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Sept 10 7:30 to 9:30p.m.
All02
Thursday, Seplll 9:00 to 11:00 a .m.
A1102
Al102
Thursday, Sept. 11 2:00 to 4:00 _p .m.
Thursday,Sept.ll 5:00 to 7.:00 p.m.
All02
Thursday,Sept.ll 7:30 to 9:30p.m.
All02
Friday.Sept.l2
9:00 to_ll:OO a .m.
All02
Saturday, Sept. 13
8:00 to 10:00 a .m.
Bl501
Saturday, Sept.13
10:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon Bl501
5:00 to 7:00p.m.
Monday, Sepl.l5
All02
Monday, Sept.15.
7:30 to 9:30p.m.
Ali02
Tuesday. Sept.16
2:00 to 4:00p.m.
AU02
Tuesday, Sept.l6
5:00 to 7:00p.m.
AU02
Tuesday, Sept.l6
7:30 to 9:.30 p.m.
All02
Wednesday, Sept. 17 2:00 to 4:00 p.m.
A1102
AU02
Wednesday, Sept. 17 5:00 to 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Sept. 17 7:3Q to 9:30 p.m.
All02
Thursday, Sept. 18 9:oo· ta n :00 a.m.
Ali02
Thursday. Sept. 18 2:00 to 4:00 p.m.
A1102
Thursday, Sept.l8 5:'00 to 7:00p.m.
All02
Thursday.Sept.18 7:30 to 9:30p.m.
Al102
F riday, Sept.19
9~00 to li :00 a .m.
Al102
Saturday, Sept 20 8:.00 to 10:00 a-.m.
Bl-s<ll
Saturday,Sept.20
10:00 a .m. to 12:00 noon Bl501

Governors State
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. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - JN-29-JW
FACUL TV POSITIONS • Art,
Business
Communications
(Reading ). Data Processing.
law Enforcement, Industrial
Management and Secretarial
Science. Apply by July 31, 1975.
JN-28-SC
TEACH Physica I Science
(Chemistry and Physics) and
Boys P.E. or Health. This Is one
position.
JN-27-BC
JUNIOR ACCOUNTANT • Have
B.A. and 12 hours of accounting.
General ledger and profit loss.
Responsible · for obtaining
Information via telephone.
JN-26-BC
PROGRAM ANALYST . Three to
four years experience in D.O.S.,
COBAL, CICS, BAL, JCL, CRT,
with business application in disc
and tape using and IBM s/ 360.
Person responsible for
developing CRT on line order
program.
JN-25-SC
H.S. BUSINESS EDUCATION
INSTRUCTOR · Have Illinois
State · Teache-r's Certificate,
major in Business education or
accounting, minor In Math;
assist In football.

COOP.ED

CO-OP INFORMER
On . a recent visit to the United States Office of Education In
Washrng.ton, D.C., I found our three G.S.U. Co-op Ed. students
perforr~ung their lobs very well. I spoke with various members of the
professtonal staff In U.S.O.E: They Indicate a desire to have other
G.S. U. students Co-op In their offices In the near future.
The Co-op positions In the U.S.O. E. are for six (6) months. The pay is
based on the yearly salary of a G.S. 4 ($7,800) and Is open only to
underg!aduates. Since the U.S. Civil Ser:,ice Office will be performing
an audtt of all U.S.O. E. positions, the earliest these positions will be
available is September, 1975. If you have an interest in these positions,
please contact Burt Collins In Room D1204.
In addition, we are continuously receiving requests from potential
emplorers for the credentials of G.S.U. graduates who have not
established a credential file with oor office. As a result, we cannot
forward any Information about these students. We also have received
a request from an area community college for resumes of recent
graduates for various teaching positions In English, Social Science,
Nursing, and Psychology. We could only respond to this 24 hour
request by providing them with those students' resumes In our files. So
get those credential files established, Friends, because when that job
you are searching for is available, the job will not search for you; you
must search for It.

JN-46-SC
PROJECT
COORDINATOR,
Helping Teachers and students
deal with conflict. Grade levek K
• 12. Supervisory certification or
preparation needed, supervisory
experience, social science or
other related background.
experience with affective
education . Salary negotiable.
Starting date Is August 1, 1975.
JN-45-SC
EDUCATIONAL VACANCIES ·
Gifted Program Coordinator.
School Psychologist, Attendance
Counselor, Social Worker .
District Positions . School
Journalism, Vocal Music {High
School Positions). Junior High
Title I Reading Teacher and
Elementary and Junior High
Teacher Aides.

JN-37-JW
CL I MATE
CONTROL
TECHNOLOGY INSTRUCTOR
at Jr. College Level In Division of
Mechanical . Technology ,
Occupational Educat ion.
Master's degree in related field
to Climate Control Technology or
equivalent technical education or
work experience with at least five
years experience in business or
Industry In Air Conditioning,
Heating and Refrigeration.
Salary scale begins at $10,400.
Deadline to apply Is July 12, 1975.
THIS POSITION IS LOCATED
IN MICHIGAN.
JN-36-SC
AUDITOR - willing to travel.
Start September 1, possibly
sooner.

TOWNHOUSE FOR RENT on golf
course in Park Forest South, three
bedrooms, two full baths, den ,
basement, garage, and central air . all
appliances. including washer and dryer
• · S375 per month plus utilities. Available
immediately. 672-6066.

JN-34·JW
VARIOUS
TEACHING
POSITIONS, · out o f state .
Instructor, Department of Arts &
Letters ; Director, Learning
Resources Center ~ Nurse
Educator; Dean of Academic
Programs; Data Processing
Faculty Positions; and MaternalFamily Nursing Instructor.
JN.lJ.JW
'
VARIOUS
TEACHING
POSITIONS, out of. state.
English, French / Spanish,
Humaplties, Fine Arts. Business;
Graduate Assistantships and
Fellowships fo r students
pursu i ng MS In teach i ng
Chem istry; Criminal Justice
Program instructor; : Dental
Hyg iene Instructor ; _ Music
Instructor; and Nurs i ng
Program.

H
For Rent . $100/mo. Female
roomate wanted to share an apt.
near GSU. Utilities included.
Available August 1. 756-2392.
after 6 PM.

0 R
• Managementandcoordinationof
. Youth Service Bureau along with
1staff assistance and ongoing
liaison to area police, social
1 s e r v ice agency , vi II a g.e
governments, community groups
and advisory boards. M.A. with 1
to 2 years experience requ ired.
JN-21- SC
TWO FIELD WORKERS
Responsibilities
include:
individual, family and group
,counseling, liaison with area
police departments, recruitment
1
JN-30-JW
oand supervision of volunteer
ACCOUNTING
instructor. counselors. B.A. with 1 to 2 years
Masters preferred. Apply by July
experience required.
31.

JN-31-JW
DIRECTOR OF STUDENT
ACTIVITIES . Master's degree
and some experience In student
activities. Responsible tor
administration of social, cultural,
recreational co-curricular and
extra curricular programs ,
developing and implement rules
and regulations for stude11t
activities
program,
administration and coordination
of the college activities ,
calendar, etc.

SING

Homes for Rent
Ranch Style House, '2 bedrooms,
fenced bac.kyard, 2 car garage,
refrigerator & gas stove. $220.00
a month plus all utilities. $220.00
security deposit. Located at 22528
Ridgeway, Richton Park. Must
rent before Aug. 15. During day
call 748:5607, After 5 call 748-5030.

Wanted to share apt. near GSU
and Park Forest Plaza area by 52
Home for Sale
yr. old smoking male: attending
MOBILE HOME-Near 1-57 at 147th. 12 grad. school full time. Leave note
x 60, Shed. 2 bdrm. Can stay on lot. Pets on EAS 2nd floor locker 2038 or TOWNHOUSE FOR RENT on
golf course In Park Forest South,
& kids OK. Great investment. $5,000. Alcoholism Sciences Dept.
three bedrooms. two full baths,
CALL 333-7962.
Room or apt. near Richton Park den, basement. garage. and
Rooms to Rent
IC Station or SGU wanted to central air . all appliances. in·
Furnished room $100.00 a month. Close share with one or two male eluding washer and dryer • $375
to Governors State University. Home students. Manuel 666-8787 days, per month p lus utilities .
on 5 acres-A good place to study and 334-4328 weekends or evenings. Available immediately. 672-6066.
rest. Telephone mornings- 748-9527.
·

Early American Stereo. Call 7473156 after 4 PM.
Vivitar 135 MM Telephoto Lens.
2.8 for Canon. $42.50. Call T.C. at
534-.5000, ext. 2299.
For Sale . Books. Concepts and
Controversy In Organizational
Behavior by Walter Nor.d.
Original price $9.95, reduced to
$5.00. Economics by McConnell.
Princi ples of Marketing by
Kottler and Cox . American
National Government by Colby.
Call Alan Pranlca, mall box 936
at GSU or 815/ 939.0198.
Fast, Accurate Typing on IBM
Selectric. Editing available. 80¢
per page. Slightly higher for rush

1A D M I N I S T R A T

Rooms 1o Rent
Furnished room $100.00 a month.
Close to Governors State
University. Home on 5 acres-A
good place to study and rest.
Telephone mornlngs-748-9527.

Home for Sale
MOBILE HOME- Near 1-57 at
147fh, 12 x 60, Shed, 2 bdrm . Can
stay on lot. Pets & kids OK. Great
Investment. $5,000. CALL 3337962 .

Share an apartment at Richton For Rent - $50/mo. Share room
Square, 2 bedroom, A.C.. dish· with GSU student. Male or
washer. Included In rent are the female. Bus to GSU everday. Mr.
use of 3 tennis courts, 2 outdoor Hughes. 757-5395.
pools, 1 year round Indoor pool
with sauna and exercise room. or Rent · $125/mo. Woman
$100.00 per month. No lease. I am referred to share house. All
tlllties Included. 1 blk. from
26 year old Male. Call 481-7231
rain and shopping, Richton
Mornings.
ark. 1 blk. west of RR 54 and
For Rent - S65/ mo. excluding
auk Trail. Washer and dryer
utilities. Room, Chicago Heights. vailable. 747-0842.
Male roomate preferred. 755-0181
before 10 AM or after 8 PM.

ltt!t!ti .itb!t

joos, smgle-spaced, or technical
material. Call B.J . 748-0894, 7480895, or leave paper with your
phone number and Instructions in
EAS mailbox 673 • GSU.

Experienced Typist, Dorothy
Brumbaugh, Joliet, Illinois
815/ 726-8869.
19n Fiat 850. Under 39,000 m iles.
$1,000. 7~7-5034.
1971 Dodge Charger SE. PoWer
steering, automatic, bucket
seats, AM rad io F M multiplex
stereo and 8-track. 4 brand new
tires, 2 s1udded snow tires on
wheels used only one season, new
brakes. 37,800 original miles,
engine excellent shape. Must sell.

s1,600

or offer. Weekdays call
after 6 PM 481-5587.

Irish Setter Puppies AKC papers
For sale 3 month old puppies for
Need ride from Downers Grove to sale. Must sell immediately.
GSU.-Will share expenses. Please s100.00 or your best offer. In·
call 964-9364 evenings.
terested call 755-01 81.
MISCELLANEOUS

Wanted. Gas stove, small
apartment size, at a reasonable
price, or if you would like to
simply have It removed; will There Is a position open for the
gladly remove for you. Please EAS Student Assistant Dean.
Must be an EAS student to
contact Innovator Office.
qualify. Some committee work
Boys 10 Speed Racer. Like new. involved. Must be able to work 20
Combination brakes, 9 months hours per week. Interested
old. $85.00. Call 946-6866 between persons contact Mike Steele, or
Peter Fenner.
4: 30 PM and 10 PM.
YOU TOO CAN MOVE MATTER
Kawasaki 250. Only 3,100 mi.les, WITH, YOUR MIND!!
mostly on tires. Good condition. Psychokinetic testing . We need
Must sell. $850 to used cycle 25 highly charged people by
dealer. S500 general public. ·ean August 18, 1975. 7: 00-10: 00 PM.
748-2075.
Sign up now by contacting
Jacquie for details at 254-9579.

Vocalist for hire
Experienced vocalist (Soprano)
to sing for weddings, receptions,
etc. Contact Roselee Brickhaus
499-1839.
Lost Lost Lost
Reward offered for the return of
a blue plastic bag containing a
blue and white crocheted vest.
Very personal want it back. Call
ext. 2273.

